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Hair 'Vatero. 

A very fashionable liquid, now in such pre
valent use for removing the dandruff from the 
hair, is made by mixing together bay rum 4 
quarts; water I pint; glycerin 2 OZS.; tinct. 
cantharides � oz.; carbo ammonia I! oz.; boo 
rax 1 oz. 

Dissol ve the two last in the water and add 
the solution to the other materials mixed to· 
gether, and then shake up well. 

The hair is moistened with this liquid, and 
the slight lather occasioned by rubbing with 
the hands must be washed out with water. 

By doubling the quantity of borax, the 
lather is more soapy, but the addition is inju. 
rious to the hair. 

By omiting the borax, a wash is obtained 
nearly idelltical with the far lamed" Balm 01 

C olumbia," anti similar cosmetics for the hair. 
==�-

HaIr TOnIe. 

Black tea 2 ozs.: water 1 gallon j bay rum' 
1 quart; glycerin 3 ozs.; tinct. cantharides, 1 
oz. 

Exhaust the tea with the water heated to 
boiling, filter, and stir in the remaining ingre. 
dients previously mixed.- [Ex. 

[The cantharides should never be used; 
they injure the hair far more than the borax; 
they were first employed by the French per· 
fumers. Some hOlley added to either ot these 
hair waters greatly improves their quality for 
thickening the growth of the hair. 

Cherrle. WIthout Stone •• 

Cherries without stones have been produ. 
ced in France, it is said, by the following me· 
thod :-In the spring, before tbe circulatiDn of 
the sap, a young seedling cherry tree is split 
from the upper extremity down to the fork of 
its roots; then, by means of a piece of wood 
in the form of a spatula, the pith is carefully 
removed from the tree, in such a manner as 
to avoid any excoriations or other inJury; a 
knife is used only lor commencing the split. 
Afterwards the two sections are brought to. 
gether, and tied with woolen, care being tao 
hn to close hermetrically with clay the 
whole length of the cleft. The sap soon 
re·unites the separated 'portions of the tree, 
and, two years afterwards, cherries are pro
duced of the usual appearance, but, instead of 
stones, there will only be small solt pellicles. 

A IUu.leal Peddling Dentist. 

One M. Duchesne has been driving about 
Paris in a gaudy wagon and with a band of 
music, taking out teeth. He stops in some 
frequented place, collects a crowd by means 
of the cymbal, and then invites the afflicted 
to apply at once for extraction and relief. A 
notice on the side of the wagon reads thus :_ 
" 5,000 francs if I miss a tooth." Each ap. 
plicant mounts on the seat with M. Duchesne, 
who demands the coin before proceeding.
The head IS then inclined backwards, the 
mouth opened, the tweezers inserted, and the 
tooth snatched from its gory bed. It is held 
up in the Hir an Instant lor the ad'l.iration of l., t �nie�� m;ultitude, and at each extraction the drum .8 a bang of triumph. 

WILSON'S IMPROVED PATENT SEWING MAOHINE .• ��l"1igure 1. 

The annexed engravings are views ot the 4 is a view in perspective of the rotating hook 
celebrated Sewing Machine invented by A. which opens the loops; figure 5 is a view in 
B. Wi:lson, of the firm of Wheeler, Wilson, & perspective of the cymbal spool which carries 
Co., and for which a patent was granted on the thread; figure 6 is a perspective view of 
the 15th of last June (1852). Mr. Wilson the feed bar and appendages attached from 
had invented and received patents for pre\,' . �he machilie. The same letters refer to like 
ous sewing machines, one of which has been parts. 
described in our columns, but this one appears The machine is a peculiar one and works 
to be the very perfection of sewing machines. with two threads, and forms the firm lock 

Figure 1 is a perspective view; figure 2 is stitch, but it has no shuttle and has but one 
an end elevation of the same; figure 3 is a needle. The working parts are secured to a 
transverse vertical section of the same; figure neat small frame, A B, and when in operation 

and the notch, ", between the portions of the 
screw threads is made to extend hack from 

the hook, a, about one· third of the circumfe· 

rellfe. Within the conctlvity in the f ace of 

the hook, plr.te, E, there is a hollow quoit. 
formed bobbin, F, which carries a thread to 

be passed through the loop formed by the 

needle thread when it has passed through the 

cloth, so as to form the lock or true binding 
stitch. This peculiar bobbin is held by a 
ring, G, attached to a rod, H, which is adjust. 
ed by a screw, I, secured in the frame; this 

ring keeps the bobbin in its place, but allows 
it to turn freely. One part, d, of the mandrel 

is turned eccentrically and is encircled by a 

ring, J, to which a rod, K, is attached, which 

connects to an arm, L, and is secured to the 

arbor, M, which is fitted in bearings in the 
standards, B B, of the frame, and forms the 

fulcrum of a two-armeo,! lever, one of whose 

arms, N, is the needle arm, and to the other, 0, 

is secured the spindle, upon which is bung 
the spool or bLlbbin, P, which carries the 

, thread for supplymg the needle and forming 
the loops. By the revolution of the mandrel, 
C, the eccentric, d, is caused to give a vibra· 
tory movement to the lever, N 0. 

.) 

is placed on a small table before the operator I it; this rotating cam hook is of a peculiar 

and is driven by a stirrup band and pulley, fonr; it is concave on its face, ane! has POl'· 

like a foot lathe, or it can be driven by steam tiom of two threads ofa screw formed on its 

or water power with band and pulley; C is a periphery, a portion of the periphery is also 

mandrel, and D a pulley on it to receive m(). cut away to lorm the hook, a, which opens 

tion by a band as described. At the front, the loop in the needle thread. One part of 

end of the mandrel, C, there is a rotating the iront or outer thread of the screw is 

cam plate hook, E, (best seen in figure 4) on chamfered off at b, to the back or inner thread, 
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The cloth or material to be sewn is laid 
upon a plate, 0., which is secured to the top 
of the standards, A A, and forms a small tao 
ble. It is held down by a small pressing 
plate,f, which is attached to the end of an 
arm, R, secured to the back of the stand· 

ards, B B, and extending over the top of 
the needle to pass through, and an opening 
corresponding to the notch, g, is cut through 
the plate, 0., for the same purpose; N is the 
vibrating arm which carries and works the 
needle, It; the hook, a, rotates and passes as 

close as possible in front of the needle; the 
movements of the hook and needle are so reo 

gulated that the hook passes the needle just 
as the latter is commencing its ascent. The 
cloth is fed forward to the needle by means 
of a peculiar feed bdr, S (fig. 6). This bar is 
straight and flab with a slot nearly its whole 
length, and with two ears, i i, on its under 
side; under the slot is secured a spring bar, k, 
which has a pointed tooth, I, at the end. The 
bar, S, slides in mortices ;n the standards, A, 
below the plate, 0.. The point of tooth, I, is 
below the small slot in plate, 0., and paEses 
through it, catching the cloth and moving it 
forward a short distance for a stitch, then 
ropping down to take another stitch. � 
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